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Abstract: Global biodiversity declines at unprecedented rates, mainly due to human-induced
environmental change. Biodiversity conservation is, thus, highly dependent on responsible and
sustainable citizenship. Educational efforts are regarded as an important means to foster awareness and
pro-environmental behavior. The present study monitors two factors considered to be particularly
relevant for promoting sustainable behavior: cognitive knowledge and environmental values.
205 students (Mage = 15.3) participated in a biodiversity education module including a citizen
science (CS) activity on DNA barcoding. With a pre-post-retention design, we measured cognitive
achievement and environmental values, which are expressed by environmental utilization (UTL) and
preservation (PRE) as well as the appreciation for nature (APR). Overall, we found positive relations
between knowledge and PRE as well as APR, whereas UTL was negatively related to knowledge.
In the whole module and the sub-modules, cognitive achievement followed the usual pattern, with a
substantial short-term knowledge increase from pre-test (T0) to post-test (T1) following a moderate
decrease in the retention test (T2). Unexpectedly, a considerable sub-sample (n = 103) deviated from
the assumed knowledge drop at T2 and showed an additional knowledge gain in a sub-module
directly focusing on the CS activity. Students in this sub-sample revealed significantly higher PRE
and APR scores compared to the rest of the students. We discuss these findings in relation to the
implications for educational CS.
Keywords: biodiversity education; citizen science; knowledge retention; biodiversity conservation;
biodiversity awareness; environmental values; education for sustainable development (ESD);
environmental education (EE)

1. Introduction
Conservation scientists repeatedly emphasize that the earth is facing a sixth mass extinction [1].
The only recently released global assessment report on biodiversity and ecosystem services concluded
that nearly one million flora and fauna species are seriously endangered [2]. Major ecosystems, such as
wetlands, forests and coral reefs are changing rapidly. Human activities are considered the driving
forces of environmental change and of the rising biodiversity loss. Not least because of this, the current
epoch is often referred to as the Anthropocene or Homogenocene [3,4]. The Intergovernmental
Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) [2] identifies direct causes of
global biodiversity loss which are determined by underlying indirect drivers of environmental change.
Indirect causes, including among other factors, overpopulation, consumer behavior, international
trade, industrial and technological changes, expansion of forestry and agriculture, have led to the
degradation of natural environments. Five consequences of these indirect drivers are considered mainly
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accountable for directly inducing habitat and species loss: overexploitation of natural resources and
species, land-and sea-use change, pollution, climate change and the introduction of invasive species.
Well-known examples of human-induced alterations of biodiversity are the impacts of overfishing on
oceanic environments or the reduction of forest ecosystems due to monoculture cultivation. A generally
accepted measure for the human impact on the environment is the ecological footprint, which tracks
human demand on biologically productive areas. According to data of the Global Footprint Network’s
National Footprint and Biocapacity Accounts, the global ecological footprint exceeds biocapacity,
resulting in an ecological overshoot, which is steadily growing every year at an average of two
percent [5]. The global human footprint is overriding biocapacity because humanity demands 1.7
earths worldwide [6]. The human impact on the environment varies geographically: the footprint of
Germany, for example, exceeds the biocapacity by 199% [7]. Among the most affected biomes in the
world are Western Europe’s temperate deciduous forests, India’s tropical dry forests and the tropical
moist forests of Southeast Asia [6].
Human activities cause tremendous biodiversity loss causing irrevocable damage to the natural
world and, from an anthropocentric point of view, to human welfare. A biodiversity decrease can lead
to a loss in ecosystem functioning, which lessens the ability of nature to provide certain ecosystem
services, i.e., goods and benefits for human wellbeing [8]. According to the above-mentioned IPBES
report, most of these services are on a decline. This includes, for example, pollination, regulation of
climate or air quality, as well as soil formation and protection. Ultimately, by destroying biodiversity,
we are degrading our own basis of life. Ehrlich and Pringle [9] cut right to the chase of the matter
by stating:
In short, although there are many uncertainties about the trajectories of individual populations
and species, we know where biodiversity will go from here in the absence of a rapid,
transformative intervention: up in smoke; toward the poles and under water; into crops and
livestock; onto the table and into yet more human biomass; into fuel tanks; into furniture, pet
stores, and home remedies for impotence; out of the way of more cities and suburbs; into
distant memory and history books. [9] (p. 11580)
1.1. Biodiversity Education
Halting the biodiversity decline is one of the most critical challenges of our time. Approaching
this goal requires action, commitment and involvement not only of the scientific community or
policymakers but also of the general public. A decrease in the above-mentioned human-induced
threats to biodiversity cannot solely be accomplished by political means such as imposing taxes, fees or
penalties [9]. Instead, multi-faceted approaches are needed for the implementation of conservation
strategies, and their success strongly relies on the readiness of the public. Individual actions such as
conscious and sustainable consumer behavior play a key role in reducing the human impact on the
environment. Besides the urgency of the issue, studies point towards a rather limited biodiversity
awareness among laypersons [10–12]. It has been repeatedly shown that biodiversity is often reduced
to species diversity [13,14]. There is a broad consensus on the importance of educational measures
to foster understanding and appreciation of biodiversity [9,15]. Developing knowledge and raising
awareness of biodiversity through education is regarded as a crucial driver for enhancing engagement
and an important measurement for sustainability development. Environmental knowledge and
competencies are required for making informed decisions or for taking part in discussions about
socio-scientific issues [16,17]. Education is also one of the key measures proposed by the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) ever since its ratification in 1992 [18]. It is embedded in Article 13 and in
the Aichi Biodiversity Targets. These targets are part of the Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011–2020,
which was adopted after conservation aims set for 2010 were not achieved.
Biodiversity has repeatedly been identified as a complex, interdisciplinary and elusive concept [19].
The most obvious difficulty of biodiversity education lies in the definition of the concept. It includes not
only the diversity of species but also of genes and ecosystems [20]. More updated definitions additionally
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include, among others, concepts such as relative frequency, composition, spatial distribution and
interaction of species, genotypes and functional groups within ecosystems [16]. Several studies have
shown that students and lay persons have a species-centered view on biodiversity, e.g., [14,16,20].
Students need to gain a more comprehensive understanding of biodiversity in order to grasp the
complex drivers and consequences of biodiversity loss mentioned above, which affect the natural world
as well as human wellbeing [9]. For example, ecosystem functioning and the provision of ecosystem
services can never be fully understood if the biodiversity concept is reduced to species richness.
Furthermore, biodiversity is defined as a socio-scientific issue because the underlying interrelations of
biodiversity loss and conservation attempts do not only require a scientific and ecological understanding
but include consideration of social, economic, political and cultural aspects [21]. Thus, the topic
has a normative and value-laden character because varying perspectives need to be included in
decision-making processes [22]. Based on the multi-dimensionality of the topic, environmental
education (EE) or education for sustainable development (ESD) are highly suitable approaches for
biodiversity education [19,23]. Both approaches “acknowledge the relations and interdependencies
between environmental and socio-economic issues and both recognize biodiversity as an important
cross-cutting educational theme, and as a concept that can portray such complexities” [24] (p. 18).
In the sense of EE and ESD, biodiversity can be understood as an interdisciplinary educational task
that must be comprehensively realized in all school types and subjects.
1.2. FutureForest—Engaging Students in Biodiversity Conservation
For the present study, a biodiversity education module called FutureForest [25] was designed to
raise awareness for biodiversity loss among students and to engage them in biodiversity conservation.
Focusing on biodiversity conservation with the example of the forest ecosystem, the module involves
students in a collaborative citizen science activity on DNA barcoding supplemented with educational
materials and activities in the regular biology classroom.
Within the last decade, citizen science (CS) has attracted increasing attention in science and
conservation research [26–28]. CS involves members of the public in authentic scientific research [29,30].
In literature reviews by Follett & Strezov [27] and Kullenberg & Kasperowski [31], conservation biology
was identified as a major thematic framework of CS publications available in the Web of Science
and Scopus. Biodiversity research is in particular benefiting from CS [32]. Engaging volunteers in
biodiversity monitoring enables the generation of large amounts of data and has already considerably
contributed to the global biodiversity assessment [33,34]. Having reviewed 388 biodiversity-related CS
projects, Theobald et al. [35] point out that the considerable potential of CS for biodiversity monitoring
is still largely untapped.
In addition to its increasing popularity in scientific research, CS has gained consideration in
science and environmental education research [36,37]. Peter et al. [38] reviewed publications on the
educational impacts of biodiversity-related CS projects. They conclude that CS is a suitable approach
for biodiversity education. Most of the studies reviewed reported positive effects of CS on participants’
knowledge, attitudes and reported behavior. Outcomes that were found less frequently were changes
in participants’ skills, self-efficacy and interest. For example, Jordan et al. [39] investigated knowledge
acquisition in a CS project on invasive plant species. They could show that participants increased their
species knowledge significantly by taking part in the project.
In summary, CS has gained ground in scientific research, and its positive impact on informal
learning is very promising. Most studies on the learning outcomes of CS projects evaluate the
informal learning experiences of volunteer participants, while only a few studies are available which
have investigated CS as part of formal education approaches [40,41]. Our intention to integrate a
citizen science activity in our biodiversity education module was justified by two clear benefits that
we ascribe to citizen science. First, citizen science provides an otherwise rather rarely perceived
opportunity in formal science education: to expose students to authentic scientific inquiry. Second,
citizen science, in our case biodiversity citizen science, makes it possible to directly involve students in
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biodiversity conservation because DNA barcoding plays a significant role in biodiversity assessment
and environmental monitoring, which in turn constitutes an essential requirement for preservation
activities. To our knowledge, only a few studies so far have evaluated approaches where citizen science
was integrated into formal educational interventions [40,42].
1.3. Knowledge Acquisition and Environmental Values
Biodiversity conservation lies in the responsibility of each one of us and requires responsible
citizenship as well as environmental stewardship. Environmental knowledge plays an important
role regarding active participation because knowledge and competences determine the development
of pro-environmental attitudes and behavior [43]. For example, in a study on behavioral intentions
towards global climate change, Bord et al. [44] identified an in-depth understanding of the causes of
climate change as a major trigger for supporting pro-environmental action. Furthermore, knowledge
and competences are needed to enable decision-making processes regarding socio-scientific issues [45].
Besides knowledge, environmental behavior is assumed to be predicted by a person’s environmental
values [46]. The relation between environmental values and knowledge acquisition as well as
their influence on pro-environmental behavior is of high consideration for ESD and environmental
education research.
A widely used instrument to measure adolescents’ environmental values is the two major
environmental values (2-MEV) model by [47,48]. Over the last two decades, the two-dimensional
structure of the 2-MEV model has been repeatedly confirmed by bi-national studies and independent
research groups [49–53]. The initial 69 item-set was refined and reduced to 14 items that sufficiently
measure two higher-order factors: Preservation (PRE) and Utilization (UTL). Preservation refers to an
altruistic, ecocentric perspective on the environment, including preferences to protect and conserve
nature. Utilization, on the other hand, reflects an anthropocentric view on the environment, focused
on exploitative, egocentric use of natural resources. Following the definition by Rokeach [54], the term
“attitudes” refers to first-order factors, and the term “values” describes higher-order factors. Thus,
we will use the expression “environmental values” hereafter. In a recent study, PRE and UTL were
associated with a third concept: appreciation of nature (APR) [55]. It forms the opposite pole to an
exploitative utilization of natural assets and is reflected in the sustainable and conscious use of nature,
e.g., for recreational reasons, without overexploiting the natural resources [56,57]. Understanding the
interactions between knowledge and environmental attitudes is of high relevance to education sciences.
Thus far, several studies have repeatedly linked knowledge acquisition to the environmental values
of preservation and utilization. However, studies vary in their results, and the relationship between
knowledge and the 2-MEV values do not seem to be completely clarified yet. Boeve-de Pauw & Van
Petegem [58] investigated the environmental knowledge and attitudes of 10 to 12-year-old students,
revealing a positive relation between utilization and students’ knowledge. Fremerey and Bogner [59]
examined the cognitive achievement of 12-year-old students within an educational outreach-module
on the topic of drinking water and reported a positive correlation between the pro-environmental
value preservation and students’ knowledge scores, while utilization showed no relation to knowledge
acquisition. Additionally, Thorn and Bogner [60] reported a positive relation of preservation and
a negative relation of utilization with the cognitive achievement of 13-year-old students within an
environmental learning module on forest conservation.
2. Research Goals
The present study aims to (i) analyze the cognitive achievement of the participating students in the
whole module and the sub-modules, and (ii) examine the effect of the students’ environmental values
on their cognitive achievement in the learning module. The following research questions are applied:
RQ 1: To what extent does participation in the learning module affect the students’ short-and
long-term knowledge acquisition?
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RQ 2: To what extent are the students’ environmental values preservation, utilization and appreciation
related to the expected knowledge acquisition?
We expect our module to have a short-term as well as a long-term effect on students’
content knowledge. Furthermore, we anticipate utilization to negatively affect students’ learning,
while we assume preservation and appreciation to be positively connected to the participants’
cognitive achievement.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Sample
The sample consisted of 276 German 10th-grade students from the secondary, university
preparatory school (“Gymnasium”). Overall, 12 classes from seven schools participated in our
project. The schools were located more in rural areas and smaller towns in northern parts of Bavaria,
Southern Germany. 205 full data sets were available for the evaluation (46.8% female, age: M ± SD =
15.3 ± 0.64). A test-retest group consisting of 35 students from two further classes from two schools
completed the questionnaires without participating in the project (77.1% female; age: M ± SD = 15.5 ±
0.61). Teachers enrolled their classes for the project, and students’ as well as parents’ permission was
required for participation.
3.2. Project Content and Design
The overall aim of our educational effort was to increase knowledge on biodiversity and to raise
awareness for its conservation. Students participated in a 4-lesson learning module (180 min) on
biodiversity using the example of the forest ecosystem. The example of the forest was used because
it was directly linked to the students’ environment and experience. The module consisted of four
sub-modules covering different aspects of biodiversity and its conservation and included a collaborative
citizen science activity.
Students collected forest soil samples for a national DNA barcoding project. DNA barcoding
is a method used to genetically identify species by using species-specific genetic markers, so-called
DNA barcodes [61]. To determine a species via DNA barcoding, its amplified DNA barcode must
be compared to already morphologically and genetically determined reference species in a barcode
database. The method, thus, relies on the establishment of an international database that contains all
recently known species. With the soil organisms contained in their soil samples, students contributed to
the expansion of this database. Beyond this goal, the participating scientists aim to find new, previously
unknown species of soil organisms. Students were trained by their teachers for correct data collection
and were provided with a sampling protocol. The protocol, on the one hand, contained tasks to be
filled in by the students, and on the other hand summarized information on the collection of the sample
and the GPS location data, as well as on the correct handling of the soil to prevent it from drying out.
The students were asked to provide details on the sample location (e.g., plant and tree composition of
the respective forest). Together with the protocol data, the soil samples were sent to the scientists for
a barcoding analysis. A few months later, students were informed about the species determination
results with a letter containing the German and Latin species names, a phylogenetic tree and a picture
of all the species that were found.
The content and tasks of the four sub-modules focused on different aspects of the overall topic:
(1)
(2)

forests as providers of wellbeing: ecosystem services, including supporting, provisioning,
regulating and cultural services.
DNA barcoding: the use of the method for species identification and its direct relation to
biodiversity conservation through environmental monitoring.
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species knowledge: the determination of forest soil organisms using a simple identification key
combined with a task on the importance of a diverse composition of soil organism species for
ecosystem functioning.
human-induced threats on biodiversity: the impact of the cultivation of spruce monocultures on
local biodiversity (consequences of bark beetle calamities, climate change, etc.), including the
perspectives of different stakeholders in a future scenario role play.

Following a self-determination approach [62], students worked collaboratively and autonomously
in small groups of three to four students, guided by a workbook containing all the necessary information
and task descriptions. The groups were self-responsible for completing the whole module within the
given time frame. Materials for each sub-module were provided at workstations that were offered
twice in the classroom to ensure a continuous workflow. Having completed a workstation, students
were asked to independently compare their results to a solution booklet provided at the teacher’s desk.
A final teacher-guided wrap-up phase at the end of the module ensured the verification and, where
applicable, improvement of students’ results.
3.3. Instruments and Procedure
A paper-and-pencil questionnaire was used to monitor the knowledge and environmental values.
The ad-hoc knowledge scale consisted of 25 program-specific multiple-choice questions. One item
was on the definition of biodiversity, while the remaining 24 items covered four knowledge fields
referring to the content of the sub-modules of the intervention: (i) ecosystem services and their
relation to biodiversity; (ii) the method of DNA barcoding and its use for biodiversity preservation;
(iii) identification of soil organisms and their role in the forest ecosystem; and (iv) threats to biodiversity
using the example of the forest ecosystem (in figures and tables abbreviated as (i) “ecoservice”,
(ii) “barcoding”, (iii) “ident” and (iv) “threats”). We ordered the items randomly and differently at
each test time. Each item had four response options, only one of which was correct (item examples are
shown in Table 1).
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Table 1. Knowledge test item examples for each sub-module. Correct answers in bold.
Sub-Module

Item Example

Item Difficulty

Which protection cannot be provided by forests?
ecosystem services

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

protection against avalanches.
flood protection.
protection against soil erosion.
earthquake protection.

0.55

The overriding goal of DNA barcoding is...

DNA barcoding

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

...to capture global biodiversity.
...to replace taxonomists.
...to replace morphological
species identification.
...to identify individual species, which are
difficult to identify morphologically.

0.44

A diverse community of soil biota provides for...
species
identification

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

...storage of heat in the soil.
...decomposition of organic substances (dead
remains of plants and animals).
...availability of water in the soil.
...the conversion of carbon into nutrients.

0.72

You should advise a forester for the future to...
(a)
biodiversity threats

(b)
(c)
(d)

...always remove deadwood from the
forest immediately.
...to bet on a single tree species only.
...to plant a variety of tree species.
...to plant non-native tree species from
warmer regions.

0.62

To measure the environmental values, we used the 2-MEV and appreciation for nature items
as displayed in [55]. To measure the individual participant outcomes, our study followed a
quasi-experimental design [63], including a pre-, post- and follow-up test as well as a test-retest
group. Students completed the questionnaire one or two weeks before (T0), directly after (T1) and six
weeks after (T2) participation. We measured the content knowledge at all three test times, while we
included the 2-MEV scale at T0 only. Each test took the students approximately 20 min. The biodiversity
module, as well as the evaluation, took place during regular school hours.
3.4. Statistical Analysis
We used IBM SPSS statistics version 24 for the statistical analysis. Following the central limit
theorem, we conducted parametric tests [64]. We recoded responses of the knowledge test to “1” for
correct answers and “0” for false answers. All tests were computed using the sum scores of the overall
25 knowledge items or the 6 items relating to each sub-module. Consequently, high scores indicate a
good comprehension with 25 and 6 respectively presenting the maximum attainable scores. Cronbach’s
alpha reliability scores of the knowledge questionnaire were acceptable, except for T0: αT0 = 0.654,
αT1 = 0.745, αT2 = 0.796. We used the knowledge items of the test time T0 to determine the item
difficulty levels (Figure 1). Ranging between 0.15 and 0.96, the items showed a suitable range from
easy to difficult. A Shapiro-Wilk-Test showed a normal distribution of the item difficulties (p = 0.31).
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4.1. Cognitive Achievement within the Learning Module (RQ1)
First, we examined the knowledge score change for the entire knowledge test (Figure 2).
The repeated-measures ANOVA with a Huynh-Feldt correction revealed a significant difference
between the three test times, F (1.91,388.63) = 108.20, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.35. On average, students
answered 11.48 (SD = 3.45) questions correctly in the pre-test, 15.21 (SD = 3.66) in the post-test and
14.13 (SD = 4.41) in the retention test. The maximum score achieved was 21 at T0, 22 at T1 and 23 at T2.
A Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc analysis revealed a significant increase of the mean knowledge scores
from T0 to T1 (MD = 3.72, p < 0.001) and a decrease from T1 to T2 (MD = −1.04, p = 0.001). Knowledge
scores at T2 remained higher than pre-knowledge scores (MD = 2.69, p < 0.001). An analysis of the
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barcoding”. We investigated this effect for the test-retest group, who did not participate in the
to T2 within the knowledge field “DNA barcoding”. We investigated this effect for the test-retest
intervention. The repeated measure ANOVA determined no significant differences between the
group, who did not participate in the intervention. The repeated measure ANOVA determined no
measurements, F (2,68) = 1.81, p = 0.172.
significant differences between the measurements, F (2,68) = 1.81, p = 0.172.
Table 2. The results of the Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc analysis of the repeated measure ANOVA for
the knowledge scores within the four sub-modules; N = 205.
Knowledge Differences between Test Times

Sub-Module

T1–T0

T2–T1

T2–T0

MD

p

MD

p

MD

p

ecosystem services

0.89

<0.001

−0.35

0.001

0.54

<0.001

DNA barcoding

0.33

0.005

0.41

0.002

0.74

<0.001

species identification

0.96

<0.001

−0.48

<0.001

0.47

<0.001

biodiversity threats

1.06

<0.001

−0.21

n.s.

0.85

<0.001
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knowledge on DNA barcoding; N = 205; error bars show 95% CI.
knowledge on DNA barcoding; N = 205; error bars show 95% CI.

4.2. Relation between Knowledge and Environmental Values (RQ2)
Table 2. The results of the Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc analysis of the repeated measure ANOVA
The initial step in evaluating the relationship between the participants’ knowledge acquisition
for the knowledge scores within the four sub-modules; N = 205.

and the environmental values was a correlation analysis. With the Bonferroni correction applied,
Knowledge
Differencesscores
betweenofTest
preservation correlated
positively with
the knowledge
all Times
test times, whereas utilization
Sub-module
T1–T0
T2–T1
T2–T0
showed negative correlations with knowledge. The appreciation scores were positively correlated
MD
p
MD
p
MD
p
with the knowledge
scores services
of the retention
(Table− 3).
ecosystem
0.89 test
< 0.001
0.35
0.001
0.54 < 0.001
DNA barcoding

0.33

0.005

0.41

0.002

0.74

< 0.001

Table 3. Pearson
correlation
between0.96
the knowledge
APR.< UTL:
species
identification
< 0.001 scores
− 0.48 and <2-MEV
0.001 and
0.47
0.001 utilization; PRE:
preservation; APR:
appreciation.
values: * n.s.
p ≤ 0.006;
0.001; *** p ≤ 0.0001.
biodiversity
threats Bonferroni
1.06
< corrected
0.001
− p0.21
0.85** p <≤0.001
Knowledge

T0

T1

4.2. Relation between Knowledge and Environmental Values (RQ2)

T2

UTL

The initial step in evaluating
the relationship
the**participants’
acquisition
r
−0.272 ***between
−0.249
−0.220 knowledge
*
and the environmental valuesp was a correlation
With the Bonferroni
correction applied,
<0.0001analysis.
<0.0001
0.002
preservation correlated positively
PRE with the knowledge scores of all test times, whereas utilization
showed negative correlations rwith knowledge.
were
0.214The
* appreciation
0.264 ** scores
0.280
*** positively correlated
0.003
<0.0001
with the knowledge scores of pthe retention test
(Table 3). <0.0001
APR
0.066
*** UTL: utilization;
Table 3. Pearson correlationr between the knowledge
scores0.180
and 2-MEV 0.287
and APR.
p
n.s.
n.s.
<0.0001
PRE: preservation; APR: appreciation. Bonferroni corrected p values: *p ≤ 0.006; **p ≤ 0.001; ***p ≤
0.0001.

In a second step, we
compared theT0cognitive achievement
of students with low or high
knowledge
T1
T2
environmental values (FigureUTL
4a–c). At T0 and T1, students with high utilization preferences (n = 67)
r
−0.272***
−0.249** with low
−0.220*
showed significantly lower knowledge
scores
than students
utilization values (n = 45); T0:
p
< 0.0001
< 0.0001
0.002
MD = 2.44, 95%-CI [1.20, 3.68], t (110) = 3.90, p < 0.001; T1: MD = 2.01, 95%-CI [0.75,3.30], t (109.92)
PRE
= 3.15, p = 0.006; T2: t (110) =r2.10, p = 0.12.
At all test0.264**
times, students
scoring high on preservation
0.214*
0.280***
(n = 49) showed significantly higher
knowledge
students<with
p
0.003 scores than
< 0.0001
0.0001low preservation preferences
APR[0.63,3.34], t (103) = 2.90, p = 0.015, T1: MD = 2.79, 95%-CI [1.33,4.30], t
(n = 56); T0: MD = 1.98, 95%-CI
r
0.180
0.287***
(103) = 3.80, p < 0.001; t (102.70)
= 3.53, p =0.066
0.003, T2: MD
= 2.90, 95%-CI
[1.27,4.54], t (102.70) = 3.53,
p
n.s.
n.s.
< 0.0001
p = 0.003. Only at T2, participants with high (n = 44) appreciation preferences scored significantly

In a second step, we compared the cognitive achievement of students with low or high
environmental values (Figure 4a-c). At T0 and T1, students with high utilization preferences (n = 67)

showed significantly lower knowledge scores than students with low utilization values (n = 45); T0:
MD = 2.44, 95%-CI [1.20, 3.68], t (110) = 3.90, p < .001; T1: MD = 2.01, 95%-CI [0.75,3.30], t(109.92) =
3.15, p = .006; T2: t (110) = 2.10, p = .12. At all test times, students scoring high on preservation (n = 49)
showed significantly higher knowledge scores than students with low preservation preferences (n =
56);
T0: MD2020,
= 1.98,
95%-CI [0.63,3.34], t (103) = 2.90, p = .015, T1: MD = 2.79, 95%-CI [1.33,4.30], t 11
(103)
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= 3.80, p < .001; t (102.70) = 3.53, p = 0.003., T2: MD = 2.90, 95%-CI[1.27,4.54], t(102.70) = 3.53, p = 0.003.
Only at T2, participants with high (n = 44) appreciation preferences scored significantly higher than
higher than
from
the lower
(n ==56);
T0:
(98) =T1:
1.13,
p == 0.786;
t (98)
students
fromstudents
the lower
quartile
groupquartile
(n = 56);group
T0: t (98)
1.13,
p =t .786;
t (98)
1.13, pT1:
= .786;
T2:=
1.13,
p
=
0.786;
T2:
MD
=
3.34,
95%-CI
[1.58,5.10],
t
(89)
=
3.80,
p
<
0.001.
MD = 3.34, 95%-CI [1.58,5.10], t (89) = 3.80, p < 0.001.
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In a final step, we compared the upper quartile groups of the variables utilization and preservation,
which we refer to as “utilizers” and “preservers” (Figure 5). With the Bonferroni correction applied,

analysis showed no significant relation between the nominal variables “school class” and “subsample”, C corr = 0.199, p = 0.895.
To further characterize the sub-sample, we compared the 2-MEV and APR mean scores between
the two sub-samples: the student group who increased their knowledge on DNA Barcoding at T2 (n
=Sustainability
103) and the
students
2020,
12, 2036 who did not show this effect (n = 102). Students with a knowledge increase
12 ofat
19
T2, APR with a medium size effect, APR: 95%-CI [0.14,0.58], t (185) = 3.20, p = .006, d = 0.47. With the
Bonferroni correction applied, we found no significant differences between the sub-samples for the
“Preservers” showed
higher
knowledge
scores at T0
(MD==2.09,
2.21,pt (100)
= 3.19,
= 0.006),
environmental
valuessignificantly
PRE and UTL,
PRE:
95%-CI [0.01,0.32],
t (193)
= 0.114,
UTL:p 95%-CI
T1
(MD
=
2.48,
t
(100)
=
3.19,
p
=
0.006)
and
T2
(MD
=
2.50,
t
(99,94)
=
2.93,
p
=
0.012).
[−0.16,0.09], t (195) = 0.58, p = 1 (Figure 6).
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4.3. Characteristics and Results of the Sub-Sample with Knowledge Increase at T2
As stated above, when analyzing the knowledge scores for all sub-modules separately, we found
a significant knowledge increase from T1 (post-test) to T2 (retention test) within the sub-module DNA
barcoding. Further analysis of this unexpected result revealed that a sub-group of n = 103 students
showed higher knowledge scores at T2 compared to T1. This sub-sample is almost equally composed
of girls and boys (49.5% female). For reasons of simplicity, we will refer to this sub-group as “students
with knowledge increase at T2”, although this knowledge increase only applies to the sub-module
DNA barcoding. To examine a potential relation between membership in one of the 12 school classes
involved and belonging to the sub-samples of students with knowledge increase at T2, a contingency
analysis showed no significant relation between the nominal variables “school class” and “sub-sample”,
Ccorr = 0.199, p = 0.895.
To further characterize the sub-sample, we compared the 2-MEV and APR mean scores between
the two sub-samples: the student group who increased their knowledge on DNA Barcoding at T2
(n = 103) and the students who did not show this effect (n = 102). Students with a knowledge increase
at T2, APR with a medium size effect, APR: 95%-CI [0.14,0.58], t (185) = 3.20, p = 0.006, d = 0.47. With
the Bonferroni correction applied, we found no significant differences between the sub-samples for the
environmental values PRE and UTL, PRE: 95%-CI [0.01,0.32], t (193) = 2.09, p = 0.114, UTL: 95%-CI
[−0.16,0.09], t (195) = 0.58, p = 1 (Figure 6).
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Even after one year, the knowledge scores remained at the six-week level.
Furthermore, our findings confirm previous studies showing an association between
environmental values and knowledge acquisition. Consistent with Dieser and Bogner [70], we found
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Furthermore, our findings confirm previous studies showing an association between environmental
values and knowledge acquisition. Consistent with Dieser and Bogner [70], we found a positive linear
relation between overall knowledge scores and PRE as well as APR and negative correlations with UTL
at all test times. The negative correlation between UTL and knowledge suggests that higher utilization
scores lead to a lower cognitive achievement. This assumption has already been made by Liefländer
and Bogner [71]. They assume a measurement bias, for example a ceiling effect, to be responsible
for the missing linear relation between knowledge acquisition and PRE. Roczen et al. [46] already
postulated positive relations between appreciation towards nature and environmental knowledge in a
pro-environmental competence model.
Additionally, the comparison between the knowledge levels of the extreme groups (upper and
lower quartile students of the environmental value variables) further support our assumptions. Students
with high utilization preferences showed lower pre- and post-knowledge levels than participants
with low utilization values. The effect was not significant in the retention test. In the long term,
students holding high utilization scores were able to catch up on the advantage of the lower quartile
students. In comparison, high preservation preferences determined higher knowledge scores at
all test times. Students already holding higher pre-knowledge scores maintained their lead over
students with low preservation scores throughout the intervention. An effect of high appreciation
scores only became significant in the retention test. Students with lower appreciation scores retained
significantly less knowledge than the participants holding higher appreciation values. The comparison
between the two extreme groups “preservers” and “utilizers” also revealed lower learning outcomes for
students with high utilization preferences. “Preservers” did already show higher pre-knowledge scores,
and the differences in cognitive achievement increased throughout the test times. We cannot draw
causal relationships from our analysis, but the results indicate that students with high PRE and APR
preferences may perform better on environmental learning topics than students with high utilization
preferences. This assumed performance gap will especially become observable in the long-term view.
Nevertheless, all participating students have shown knowledge gain through the participation in our
learning module, and the effect of utilization preferences on cognitive achievement decreased slightly
from T0 to T2. We assume that the focus on both the preservation and the sustainable use of the forest
ecosystem was appealing to students with preservation as well as utilization preferences. We can only
assume from the decreasing effect of utilization on the post-and retention-knowledge and the effect of
appreciation on the knowledge retention, that our learning module fostered an appreciative use of
the ecosystem services provided by forests. However, it is a limitation of our study that we did not
measure the environmental values throughout all test times.
One unanticipated and somewhat surprising result was that a sub-sample of n = 103 out of N = 205
students increased their knowledge scores on DNA barcoding from T1 (post-test) to T2 (retention test).
As stated above, knowledge scores in intervention studies with a pre-post-retention design usually
follow a pattern characterized by an increase in knowledge scores at T1 which drops moderately at
T2. In a study by Sturm and Bogner [72] comparing student-centered with teacher-centered learning
approaches, two of three treatment groups showed no statistical knowledge decrease at T2. The scores
remained at the T1 level. Scharfenberg et al. [73] reported a knowledge increase within a control group
which did not participate in an intervention and discussed potential reasons for this finding. Based on
the assumptions by Scharfenberg et al., we can rule out some potential explanations of our findings
and possible bias of the data.
First, we suspected a bias caused by the questionnaire. We found no significant knowledge score
increase between the test times in the test-retest group. They completed all the three questionnaires
within the same time frame as the study group but did not participate in the module. We can, therefore,
exclude, that knowledge increase at T2 was caused by learning effects due to repeated confrontation
with the questionnaire.
Second, an external influence caused by media reports may have led to the observed effect. In their
study on students’ attitudes towards gene technology, Schweiger and Brosius [74] assumed media
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coverage on cloning trials to have affected control group results. To our knowledge, there was no
specific incident that was related to the topic and that was reported by the media when the study took
place. There were two months between the retention test of the first and that of the last participating
school class. An event influencing students within all classes should have been explosive news of high
media coverage over a long period of time. We also think that such an event would have affected more
than half of the participating students as well as the test-retest group. Even if it seems very unlikely,
we cannot completely rule out this potential influence, and a statistical verification is not feasible.
A third plausible explanation for the improved cognitive achievement at T2 would be that teachers
consciously or unconsciously biased the results. Though they were asked not to further deal with the
topic until the completion of the study, it seems quite likely that the teachers prepared the content of the
questions with their individual classes for the upcoming retention test or for an internal exam. Teachers
might have done follow-up work after the intervention, either to close the topic or to improve their
students’ performance in the study. A contingency analysis revealed no significant association between
the sub-groups and the membership in a school class. Students who increased their knowledge on DNA
barcoding from T1 to T2 are spread among the twelve participating school classes. We think it is not
very likely that all teachers prepared their classes and that only some students in every class profited
from the preparation. In addition, if teachers had done a follow-up of the intervention, they would
have covered all sub-modules. We could only find the learning effect at T2 for the contents of the
DNA barcoding sub-module. In summary, we can quite certainly exclude a learning effect biased by
the teachers.
Taking the above-mentioned possibilities into account, we assume that the knowledge increase
of one sub-group of our sample can be quite likely attributed to the students themselves. It seems
possible that the respective students dealt voluntarily with the contents after project participation.
Since performance improved on the topic of DNA barcoding only, it might be related to the citizen
science activity. The activity may have influenced students’ interest and curiosity for the topic. DNA
barcoding is not a curricular topic, and the participating students most probably never heard of it
before participating in the intervention. An aspect that might have influenced students’ curiosity could
be that they were still awaiting the DNA barcoding results of their samples when they completed the
retention test. Hiller and Kitsantas [42] have already reported positive impacts of a one-day CS activity
on students’ interest. The effects of CS projects on students’ interest development might be a promising
aspect to be considered by further research in the field of CS in formal educational contexts.
Surprisingly, the sub-group with a knowledge increase at T2 differs from the rest of the sample in
showing higher APR values. The effect for PRE was not considered significant due to the Bonferroni
correction, but a tendency towards higher PRE scores was observable. As Schumm and Bogner [75]
assumed, students with positive, biocentric attitudes towards the environment might be more willing
and motivated to learn when lessons deal with environmental topics. The focus on biodiversity
conservation and the citizen science activity might have been more appealing to those students already
holding higher pro-environmental values, leading to an interest and higher engagement in learning
even beyond the participation in our module.
6. Conclusions
As the general public still tends to show a rather low awareness for biodiversity, educational
efforts to foster responsible citizenship and to engage more people in biodiversity conservation
are needed. With our innovative short-term intervention, including a citizen science approach in
an educational module, we could successfully achieve long-term knowledge gain on the topic of
biodiversity conservation. Our study once again highlights the importance of considering the impact
of environmental values on students’ cognitive achievement in EE and ESD approaches. Due to our
study design, we cannot draw conclusions on the potential effect of the citizen science activity as
such, since overall learning effects are presumably caused by the educational materials provided.
However, our findings indicate that students with higher pro-environmental values benefit more from
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educational citizen science activities. Future studies need to investigate the potential benefits of citizen
science in formal educational contexts in terms of knowledge acquisition and attitudinal change.
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